We present an approach for accurate calculation of exchange energy and total energy for excited states using time independent density functional formalism. This is done by inclusion of gradient correction into the excited state exchange energy functionals developed by us. We have incorporated Becke and Perdew Wang corrections into our functional and have studied various types of excited states having one and two gaps in occupation of orbitals.
introduction
Exchange energy functional for excited states which we reported in our earlier works [1] does give accurate excitation energy but absolute values of total energy it leads to is not as accurate. Therefore, further correction needs to be made in this functional so as to obtain correct total energy of the sytem. Inclusion of gradient corrections to improve the accuracy of energy functionals has been in practice since the inception of density functional theory [2, 3, 5] . In absence of exact energy functional for interacting electron systems, this is the only option one is left with. Such corrections are either derived from the properties of many electrons system or constructed impirically or semi-impirically. Generalized gradient approximation(GGA) and meta-generalized gradient approximation(meta-GGA) respectively are the examples of such corrections [2, 3] . While GGA uses gradient of density and its higher power, meta-GGA includes laplacian of density and its higer power. Perdew Wang [3] and Becke's [2] correction to exchange energy are the example of GGA and Perdew Burke Ernzerhof's [4] correction to exchange energy is a meta-GGA kind of correction.
In Kohn-Sham formulation of density functional theory [7] kinetic energy part is well taken care of. And correlation energy which does play important role in many instances is only a meager part. Therefore, it is basically the ecxhange energy which needs to be treated accurately at lease so far as we are concerned with calculation of total energy of the system. For ground states, the local density approximation for exchange energy functional gives an everage error of about 10 %. To minimize this error gradient correction for exchange has to be used. Among others, the widely used gradient corrections for exchange energy are due to Becke [2] . Therefore, we hope that these gradient correction will work equally well for excited states also. With this intuition we use gradient corrections for exchange energy due to Becke ?? and Perdew Wang(PW) ?? to calculate exchange energy and total energy for excited states..
Exchange energy functional for excited states with Becke's gradient correction is given as,
where,
and β = 0.0042 and exchange energy functional for excited states with PW's gradient correction is given as
where, 
and, s = 
Results
We have calculated total energies and excitation energies of excited states of various atoms using these gradient corrections for exchange enrgies. The results obtained in this way are very encouraging, giving total energy for excited states which are very close to the corresponging exact exchange only values. In the tables 1 to 6 we present total energies and excitation of excited states obtained with Becke and PW corrections along with the exact exchange only (Hartree-Fock(HF)) values.
To calculate exchange energy and total energy we do Kohn Sham calculation with LSD approximation for exchange potential. From the orbitals generated in this way we calculate the k wave vectors from which we get exchage energy. We use this exchange energy to get total energy for the atoms or ions.
Two gap systems
We have applied the gradient corrected exchange energy functional to excited states with two-gaps also. In these cases we use the exchage energy functional for two-gap systems has the same form as the one-gap case but has more 
Concluding remarks and future prospects
We have added gradient correction to exchange energy functional to obtain better approximation for exchange energy functional. The correction term used here have been borrowed from ground state DFT on some physical grounds and are found to lead the result in right direction as expected.
Becke and PW corrections which we have employed here are found to consistently improve the results for excited states exchange energy, total energy and excitation energy. The results obtained from such calculation compare very closely with Hartree Fock results. 
